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PROJECTIVE SPACE: HARMONICITY AND PROJECTIVITY
P.L. ROBINSON
Abstract. For an axiomatization of three-dimensional projective space based on points and
planes, we discuss appropriate versions of the harmonicity axiom and the projectivity axiom,
showing that each axiom is equivalent to its spatial dual.
Introduction
In a recent sequence of papers on three-dimensional projective space, we considered a self-
dual axiomatic framework that is based on lines, with points and planes as derived elements: in
[2] we established the framework and showed that it is equivalent to the classical Veblen-Young
framework [6] with its assumptions of alignment and extension; in [3] we presented a version of
the axiom of projectivity that is appropriate to this framework; and in [5] we treated likewise
the axiom of harmonicity. In a related paper [4] on three-dimensional projective space, we set
up an equivalent self-dual axiomatic framework that is based instead on points and planes, with
lines as derived elements. In the present paper, we round out the discussion of this point-plane
framework by exploring appropriate versions of harmonicity and projectivity; we demonstrate
that each of these versions is equivalent to its spatial dual, so that the inclusion of these axioms
maintains the principle of duality.
The Self-dual Framework
For convenience, we recall briefly the framework established in [2]. The disjoint nonempty
sets P of points and Π of planes are together equipped with a relation # of incidence. When
O P P and ω P Π we write O# “ tπ P Π : O#πu and ω# “ tP P P : ω#P u. More generally:
if S Ď P then S# Ď Π comprises all planes that are incident to each point in S; if Σ Ď Π
then Σ# Ď P comprises all points that are incident to each plane in Σ. Moreover, S#Σ is the
statement that P#π whenever P P S and π P Σ. In these terms, the axioms for our framework
are four in number, as follows.
AXIOM [1]
If P P P then P# ‰ Π.
If π PΠ then π# ‰ P.
AXIOM [2]
If A,B P P then |tA,Bu#| ą 2.
If α, β P Π then |tα, βu#| ą 2.
AXIOM [3]
If A,B,C P P then tA,B,Cu# ‰ H.
If α, β, γ P Π then tα, β, γu# ‰ H.
AXIOM [4]
Let A ‰ B in P and α ‰ β in Π.
If tA,Bu#tα, βu then tA,Bu# “ tα, βu## and tα, βu# “ tA,Bu##.
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These axioms support our defining a line as a subset of PYΠ having the form
ℓ “ ℓP Y ℓΠ
with
ℓP “ tA,Bu
## “ tα, βu#, ℓΠ “ tα, βu
## “ tA,Bu#
for A ‰ B in P and α ‰ β in Π such that tA,Bu#tα, βu; for convenience, we may write
ℓ “ AB or ℓ “ αβ in this case. Points or planes are said to be collinear precisely when they
are all elements of one line: thus, S Ď P is a set of collinear points iff S Ď ℓP for some line ℓ;
also, Σ ĎΠ is a set of collinear planes iff Σ Ď ℓΠ for some line ℓ.
It is perhaps worth drawing attention to an apparent peculiarity that arises from our defining
a line as a special subset of P YΠ. Let ℓ be a line, P a point and π a plane: the statement
that P lies in ℓ is symbolized naturally by P P ℓ; the statement that ℓ lies in π is symbolized
perversely by π P ℓ.
Theorem 1 in [4] asserts that if A,B,C are not collinear then tA,B,Cu# is a singleton: in
more traditional terms, three non-collinear points lie together in a unique plane; conversely, if
tA,B,Cu# is a singleton then of course A,B,C are not collinear. Theorem 2 in [4] shows that
if m and n are distinct lines then mP X nP ‰ H ô mΠ X nΠ ‰ H: further, that if these
equivalent conditions are satisfied then |mP X nP| “ 1 and |mΠ X nΠ| “ 1; we may then write
mP X nP “ tm ¨ nu and mΠ X nΠ “ tm ˝ nu. In short: if two distinct lines share a plane, then
they share a unique point; if two distinct lines share a point, then they share a unique plane.
Incidentally, Coxeter refers to his version of Axiom (A3) from [6] as ‘Veblen’s ingenious
device for declaring that any two coplanar lines have a common point before defining a plane’;
see page 16 of [1]. In a similar but milder vein, our AXIOM [3] and AXIOM [4] together serve
to guarantee that two coplanar lines have a common point before defining a line.
Finally, we note that the principle of duality holds in our point-plane framework: if point
and plane are interchanged in the statement of any theorem, the result is a theorem; this is
automatic, as our axioms themselves are unaltered by the interchange. The notions of point
and plane are dual, while line is a self-dual notion.
Harmonicity
The axiom of harmonicity [5] is expressed in Section 18 of [6] as
ASSUMPTION H0: the diagonal points of a complete quadrangle are noncollinear
and is elsewhere referred to as the Fano axiom. Here, a complete quadrangle is the planar
figure comprising four points O,P,Q,R, no three of which are collinear, along with the three
diagonal points A “ OP ¨QR, B “ OQ ¨ RP, C “ OR ¨ PQ. This axiom is already in a form
suitable for importation into the present point-plane framework of projective space.
Starting afresh, let π P Π be a plane on which P0, P1, P2, P3 P π
# are points. We shall
call P0P1P2P3 a complete quadrangle iff no three of the four points are collinear: that is,
iff tPi, Pj , Pku
# “ tπu whenever i, j, k P t0, 1, 2, 3u are distinct. The diagonal points of the
complete quadrangle P0P1P2P3 are D1, D2, D3 P π
# defined by
tD1u “ tP0, P1u
## X tP2, P3u
##,
tD2u “ tP0, P2u
## X tP3, P1u
##,
tD3u “ tP0, P3u
## X tP1, P2u
##.
Note that these points are well-defined: for example,
pP1P2qΠ X pP3P0qΠ “ tP1, P2u
# X tP3, P0u
# “ tπu
whence Theorem 2 of [4] ensures that
|pP1P2qP X pP3P0qP| “ |tP1, P2u
## X tP3, P0u
##| “ 1.
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Theorem 1 of [4] ensures that requiring D1, D2, D3 to be noncollinear is equivalent to requiring
tD1, D2, D3u
# to be a singleton.
With this preparation, our version of the harmonicity axiom reads as follows.
AXIOM [H]
If P0P1P2P3 is a complete quadrangle in the plane π then tD1, D2, D3u
# “ tπu.
As presented, this harmonicity axiom is not manifestly self-dual. In order to verify that
the crucial principle of duality is preserved when AXIOM [1] - AXIOM [4] are augmented by
AXIOM [H], we shall demonstrate that AXIOM [H] implies its own (spatial) dual. To this end,
let P P P be a point and let π0, π1, π2, π3 be planes such that tπi, πj , πku
# “ tP u whenever
i, j, k P t0, 1, 2, 3u are distinct; the corresponding diagonal planes are (dually) well-defined by
tδ1u “ tπ0, π1u
## X tπ2, π3u
##,
tδ2u “ tπ0, π2u
## X tπ3, π1u
##,
tδ3u “ tπ0, π3u
## X tπ1, π2u
##.
Assuming that AXIOM [H] holds, our task is to prove that tδ1, δ2, δ3u
# “ tP u.
We begin our proof by fixing a plane ω R P# as provided by AXIOM [1]. Our proof now
runs through a sequence of claims. Diagrams illustrating the disposition of the various points
and planes involved make these claims eminently plausible; we offer a proof of each within our
point-plane framework.
Claim 1: If i, j P t0, 1, 2, 3u are distinct then tω, πi, πju
# is a singleton tPiju.
[It cannot be that ω, πi and πj are collinear, for that would force tπi, πju
# Ď ω#, whereas
P P tπi, πju
# and P R ω# by choice. Now invoke Theorem 1 of [4].]
Claim 2: If i, j P t0, 1, 2, 3u are distinct then tω, πiu
## X tω, πju
## “ tωu.
[The indicated intersection contains ω. Notice that tω, πiu
#Xtω, πju
# “ tω, πi, πju
# “ tPiju
by Claim 1. Now invoke Theorem 2 of [4].]
Claim 3: If i, j P t0, 1, 2, 3u are distinct then tP, Piju
## “ tπi, πju
#.
[P ‰ Pij because P R ω
# Q Pij ; also, πi ‰ πj . By hypothesis, P P tπi, πju
#; by Claim 1,
Pij P tπi, πju
#. Now invoke AXIOM [4].]
Claim 4: If i, j, k P t0, 1, 2, 3u are distinct then tPki, Pkju
## “ tω, πku
#.
[The points Pki and Pkj are distinct; each of them lies in both ω
# and π#k . Now invoke
AXIOM [4] again.]
Claim 5: If ti, j, ku “ t1, 2, 3u then tP, Pij , Pk0u
# “ tδku.
[Claim 3 implies that tπi, πju
## “ tP, Piju
# and tπk, π0u
## “ tP, Pk0u
# from which follows
tδku “ tπi, πju
## X tπk, π0u
## “ tP, Piju
# X tP, Pk0u
# “ tP, Pij , Pk0u
#.]
Claim 6: If ti, j, ku “ t1, 2, 3u then tPij , Pk0u
## “ tω, δku
#.
[Each of Pij and Pk0 lies in ω
# by construction; each lies in δ#k on account of Claim 5. Now
invoke AXIOM [4] yet again.]
Claim 7: If ti, j, ku “ t1, 2, 3u then tP0i, Pjku
## X tP0j , Pkiu
## is a singleton tDiju.
[tP0i, Pjku
# X tP0j , Pkiu
# “ tP0i, P0ju
# X tPjk, Pkiu
# “ tω, π0u
## X tω, πku
## “ tωu by
Claim 4 and Claim 2. Now Theorem 2 of [4] applies.]
Claim 8: P01P02P23P31 is a complete quadrangle in the plane ω.
[Notice that tP01, P02u
## X tP02, P23u
## “ tω, π0, π2u
# “ tP02u by Claim 4 and Claim 1.
Now Theorem 2 of [4] shows that tP01, P02, P23u
# “ tP01, P02u
# X tP02, P23u
# is a singleton.
The other three triples succumb to similar arguments.]
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Claim 9: tδ1, δ2, δ3u
# “ tP u.
[tω, δ1u
# X tω, δ2u
# X tω, δ3u
# “ tP01, P23u
## X tP02, P31u
## X tP03, P12u
## by Claim 6
so that ω# X tδ1, δ2, δ3u
# “ tD12u X tP03, P12u
## by Claim 7. The complete quadrangle
P01P02P23P31 of Claim 8 has diagonal points D12, P12 and P30. According to AXIOM [H]
these diagonal points are not collinear: thus D12 R tP12, P30u
## and so ω# Xtδ1, δ2, δ3u
# “ H.
If tδ1, δ2, δ3u
# were to contain more than one point, then it would follow that tδ1, δ2, δ3u
# “
tδ1, δ2u
# and therefore that ω# X tδ1, δ2, δ3u
# “ tω, δ1, δ2u
# ‰ H by virtue of AXIOM [3].
Thus tδ1, δ2, δ3u
# contains precisely one point, namely P .]
Our task is done.
Theorem 1. AXIOM [H] is equivalent to its dual.
Proof. The claims leading up to the theorem establish that within our self-dual point-plane
framework, AXIOM [H] implies its own dual. By the principle of duality in our self-dual
framework, it follows that the dual of [H] implies [H] itself. 
The principle of duality here is spatial. Of course, AXIOM [H] also has a planar dual: it
states that the diagonal lines of a complete quadrilateral are nonconcurrent.
Projectivity
The classical Veblen-Young formulation of projective geometry admits many equivalent ver-
sions of the axiom of projectivity. As the provisional ‘assumption of projectivity’ in Section 35
of [6] it reads thus: ‘If a projectivity leaves each of three distinct points of a line invariant, it
leaves every point of the line invariant’; this leads immediately to the fundamental theorem of
projective geometry. In [3] it was natural to assume a version of the axiom that made reference
only to lines and their abstract incidence; such a version was extracted from Section 103 of [6]
and has the virtue of being manifestly self-dual. Here, we choose to employ another equivalent
version, namely the Pappus ‘theorem’; we do so partly in order to illustrate the process of
translation between the traditional framework and the point-plane framework.
We prepare the way with some definitions; for variety, we use some traditional notation and
terminology. Let the distinct lines ℓ1 and ℓ2 be incident, with ℓ1 ¨ ℓ2 “ O and ℓ1 ˝ ℓ2 “ ω.
A simple hexagon alternately inscribed in the line-pair pℓ1, ℓ2q has vertices A1B2C1A2B1C2
distinct from O and from each other, with A1, B1, C1 P ℓ1 and A2, B2, C2 P ℓ2. The six sides
of the hexagon fall into three pairs of opposites, thus: B1C2, B2C1; C1A2, C2A1; A1B2, A2B1.
The classical Pappus ‘theorem’ asserts the collinearity of the cross-joins
A0 “ pB1C2q ¨ pB2C1q, B0 “ pC1A2q ¨ pC2A1q, C0 “ pA1B2q ¨ pA2B1q.
With this understanding, we state our version of the projectivity axiom as follows
AXIOM [P]
If a simple hexagon is alternately inscribed in an incident line-pair, then its pairs of opposite
sides meet in collinear points.
As was the case for harmonicity, this axiom is not manifestly self-dual. Accordingly, we shall
demonstrate that AXIOM [P] implies its own (spatial) dual within our point-plane framework.
Again let pℓ1, ℓ2q be an incident line-pair with ℓ1 ¨ℓ2 “ O and ℓ1˝ℓ2 “ ω. Let α1, β1, γ1, α2, β2, γ2
be planes distinct from ω and from each other, with α1, β1, γ1 P ℓ1 and α2, β2, γ2 P ℓ2. Our task
is to show collinearity of the planes
α0 “ pβ1γ2q ˝ pβ2γ1q, β0 “ pγ1α2q ˝ pγ2α1q, γ0 “ pα1β2q ˝ pα2β1q.
Our approach to this task will differ from the approach we took to the corresponding task in
the previous section. Rather than proceed in detail strictly within our point-plane framework,
we shall freely incorporate guiding comments from the traditional framework.
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Choose and fix a plane π R O# by which to section the entire figure. In traditional terms,
the trace of the line-pair pℓ1, ℓ2q is a point-pair pP1, P2q while the traces of the axial pencils
of planes α1, β1, γ1 (with axis ℓ1) and α2, β2, γ2 (with axis ℓ2) are flat pencils of lines a1, b1, c1
(with centre P1) and a2, b2, c2 (with centre P2). In point-plane terms, note that if k P t1, 2u
then by collinearity
pℓkqP “ tαk, βk, γku
# “ tβk, γku
# “ tγk, αku
# “ tαk, βku
#
so that
tPku “ tπ, βk, γku
# “ tπ, γk, αku
# “ tπ, αk, βku
#
while
pakqP “ tπ, αku
#, pbkqP “ tπ, βku
#, pckqP “ tπ, γku
#.
Notice that if π1 P ℓ1 and π2 P ℓ2 are distinct then tπ, π1, π2u
# is a singleton: otherwise,
π, π1 and π2 would be collinear so that tπ1, π2u
# Ď π# whereas O P tπ1, π2u
# but O R π#. In
particular, if ti, ju “ t1, 2u then tπ, αi, βju
# is a singleton: in fact,
tπ, αi, βju
# “ tπ, αiu
# X tπ, βju
# “ paiqP X pbjqP “ tai ¨ bju.
We claim further that the line joining a1 ¨ b2 and a2 ¨ b1 is given by
ppa1 ¨ b2qpa2 ¨ b1qqP “ ta1 ¨ b2, a2 ¨ b1u
## “ tπ, γ0u
#.
To see this, note that ta1 ¨ b2, a2 ¨ b1u#tπ, γ0u: on the one hand, ai ¨ bj P tπ, αi, βju
# Ď π#;
on the other hand, γ0 “ pα1β2q ˝ pα2β1q so that γ0 P pαiβjqΠ “ tαi, βju
## and therefore
ai ¨ bj P tπ, αi, βju
# Ď tαi, βju
# Ď γ#
0
. Our claim now follows by AXIOM [4]. Of course,
corresponding assertions apply to the lines pb1 ¨ c2qpb2 ¨ c1q and pc1 ¨ a2qpc2 ¨ a1q.
We now follow the familiar approach to realizing that the planar dual of [P] is essentially
[P] itself. Thus, we consider the pencils of points P1, b2 ¨ c1, c1 ¨ a2 (on c1) and P2, c2 ¨ a1, b1 ¨ c2
(on c2). AXIOM [P] declares the collinearity of the cross-joins
a1 ¨ b2, a2 ¨ b1, ppb1 ¨ c2qpb2 ¨ c1qq ¨ ppc1 ¨ a2qpc2 ¨ a1qq
whence the point S “ ppb1 ¨ c2qpb2 ¨ c1qq ¨ ppc1 ¨ a2qpc2 ¨ a1qq ‰ O lies on each of the lines
pb1 ¨ c2qpb2 ¨ c1q, pc1 ¨ a2qpc2 ¨ a1q, pa1 ¨ b2qpa2 ¨ b1q
and in each of the sets
tπ, α0u
#, tπ, β0u
#, tπ, γ0u
#.
Finally, γ0 P O
# and γ0 P S
# (because S P tπ, γ0u
# Ď γ#
0
) so that γ0 P tO,Su
# while tO,Su#
contains α0 and β0 likewise: that is, the planes α0, β0, γ0 are collinear.
Our task is done.
Theorem 2. AXIOM [P] is equivalent to its dual.
Proof. The argument leading up to the theorem shows that within our point-plane framework,
AXIOM [P] implies its own dual. By the principle of duality in our framework, it follows that
the dual of [P] implies [P] itself. 
Again, the dual here is spatial. AXIOM [P] also has a planar dual: as noted in the course
of our argument, this planar dual amounts to [P] itself.
We close by remarking that, if we were only interested in presenting a suitable version of the
projectivity axiom, it would be arguably better first to define a projectivity of a one-dimensional
primitive form and then to adopt the following version: ‘if a projectivity fixes three of the lines
in a flat pencil then it fixes all’. Symbolically: if O P P and ω P Π are incident, then the flat
pencil comprising all lines through O and on ω is ΛO,ω “ tℓ : pO P ℓPq ^ pω P ℓΠqu; our version
of the projectivity axiom would then state that the only projectivity fixing three elements of
ΛO,ω is the identity. This version is aesthetically superior in being manifestly self-dual.
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